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.CKGROUND OF THE E-7UM

Introduction

This paper :6str r.,es Phas. I of the Measuremdr, f F :neent

Burden, an experimental cor .ucted by the Bureau So: Scienct

Research for the Department cf Hc.:sing and Urban Development. The

:focus of the study is upon ccrre 3tes of pelf perceived respondent burden.,'

that.is factors associated with tne presence of negaL:ve fdelings such

as annoyance, friotration in7Dnvenience which may LE.- e::-.13rienced by

survey participants. The :Audi' 's limited to survey sit_ ons in which

face-to-fcelintervie.vs arc conaJcted in respondents' hams:,

The issue addressed by :his research are of interest to HUD. in

connection with its sponsorship :df..the Annual Housing Survey (ASS), a

face-to-face household survey which js the primary source of information.

about the condition of the nation's housing supply. The level, of refusal

rates in the AHS,'rePortsfrom field obseeNers, and occasional complaints,,y

by individual respondents have caused concern within HUD with the burden

which the survey ma} be imposingupon AHS respondents.

The issue of respondent burden is also of interest to a wider

audience of survey and evaluation researchers,, who are concerned with

maintaining or improving respose'-rates in their data collection acti7 vi- -__n

ti t
./

ties, and to government personnel charged withimanaging or regulating
. ,

Federally-sponsored data cojlectiom efforts. Ae present research is

. l
,

intended to,provide information which will be useful to this broader
r / c

research tommunity, including both sponsors and peeformers of education
4.
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research, espe . al y the.: -7-eses= invov'

7zto col lecti frcm in-'

.-:d students.

O

-oluntary face-to-face

eh as =unity me7.bers, parents,

-The F:1-ugv Design

The _tuCy is bein; u117.: .tirent-ed in tir.in: phases.

phase, we fc: ed

Durinc... the first

two confliz:inz!'lheorie: conventional

wisdom'of many laymen nd pratF:7oners,7-1

questions requiring sor-e 7.7.tti

will increase respondent burden,

;research methodologists that
4

t 'anger interviews and

ort on part:of the respondent
. \

.75.1s the is oothesis some-. eurvey

questionr ires and oc.: 1'efforts

may actually reduce burden er7=7..Ing the -portance of the, survey in

the,eyes7of the respondent. =7-ass this ssue, born -Iterview length

and respondent effort were 7ani::=7:ed during the first phase of the
-,

survey, and their effiact; u7on ra=ndent'burden was assessed.

interview lencth was :7 =e7 - Tonally defined as "number of minutes .

of interview time," with 2:-77 are

.varlable was Aso separatai ira=

respondenti were asked tc

minute treatments used. The "effort"

auo'treatments: 'recall, in which

pro..-=1;..estimates bgSed on memory for answers

and retrieval, in which respondents

other records to answer these questions.

to selected expenditure c:.!asti7r:.

were asked to consult chez:=Dc:az

The length and ef'77t va7-73bles were &rossed-to create four

treatment groups, each of which received a different version of.the

interview:. a short recall. interview (Group 1)---a----1-ong-recall in&rview

(Group 2), and short and long retrieval Interviews (Groups 3 & L).

The total study sampheliliAe was 500 (see OigUrewl).All versions of the

interView.instrument were based on the Annual Housing turvey, and oon-

tained a wide rangeof-items about,faMily.'composition, housing:charac-

'
teri4ics.i energy use, transpqrtttion, neighborhood. characteristics, etc.

4
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R.s7ndent was measured by direc:17 ,-.-:Jest i the

res:77dent ':hrough --administered reacticin 4as gi\,

at conclusion of :.7.1".1 "treatmept" interview: (For -f

res.-7-;dents in Grc.:7 100 in Grou7) 2, the reactor fc

use: since- res27=ents will be reinterviewed for 7. d

phas. of thc: ,:ez....7nondent burden was also assessed irri, by

examiv71ng rrespor.,-1.7. -zteS and other behavioral indica.77-5-,

various tre,77.71t

Philadelph

total of 75

ar 7 :1 -a-

tzerviel for Phase 1 Were conducted in Om c'

wring, :.:1:ruary,' 1980. The study sample cons.:.=-ted'o- a

,:u.seholz :lusters; within each cluster all PF..-se i tr-eatments

were used. -71 eligi:::-a-respondent=was defined as a house 7-.01 memer-who.

was a= :-Jt household expenditures." If households couli

not be con.7. afr7.-- 4 attempts, or if the householder refused to be

_interviewee the'sa=iing scheme provided for the selection of a.substitute

household.

For the second phase of the study, the effort variable was,

%.

I
eliminated, and the-AV-1i manipulated.varible--single vs.' repeat

administration.of identical questions ov er time--was introduced.% The

second round of interviews was conducted approximately l0 months after :

the first interview with 200 respondents from the Phase.! sample. Data

from this phase are currently being analyzed,
.

and are not reported here.
a
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a 1

C I Findings:. Phase I

The :ufamarized below mould be interpreted At

two factors

predom

may, nc;

In rura

mind:

interviews sere: :onducted in households located i- a

white middle suburb. Therefore, the study fi-dings

-Doicable to c--,er --nulations, for example, persons ;Tying

is or in inner ci. , or toeother types of interview

2, e interview Aea. ith topics Of moderate salience for

most 77.73,S pc :its; most quest.7.- sought factual information, rather thn

opirri-.71 c: titude data. results of the study might have been quite

dlf&TI-nt if more (or less) 72_,70ndent-pertinent topics had been discussed,

or i ap i r i ci or ettjtude q ions hadPeen emphasized..

Diffs7ences Between Aesponds-7,:s and Re fusers

e To achieve 500 imerviews a.-total of 886 household were contacted;

. .

rn 184 cases no contact cou d ke,estabjished, and lii.-202 cases, the house-
, .., .

, .

/
holder refUsed to be. interviewed. No attempt was made in this study to -,

convert initial refusals., but a brief interview was conducted with hose

refusers who cooperated (N =107). The 202 persons refusing to be inter-'

viewed constituted 29 percent of those contacted'for the survey. Alttough
, N,

/respondents Were younger than refusers, no other significant differences

between the' two groups were found in terms of: demographic characteristics,

or So'those variabes'which might have affected the -interview situation

(i.4-, time of day of the attempted interview, or experience of the inter-

'viewer involved). However, refusers and respondents differed in their
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era.' attitudes towards the usefulness surveys, a:7d !71 their past

participation in interview stituation's, With reftlisers.1-.Lss likely.to rate

>"
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surveys as ,,:seful, and less likely ,to havepartic-ipatez 17 previous surve s.

:0 While the time - required ;for an interview was 1= equently.the

.

reason givenfor the refusal, the actua length of ti e .'hen announced

---

to-fhe respondent at the door--i.e., 258r 75 minutes-- id not seem to

Contribute in.anyapprectable way to thetendency to -e use Yheper-

centage of 'refusals occuring after the snscific time wai rentioned was

t"

virtually identical (about 387.) for both the long ar lf,`erviev

groups.

0 Moreover, the interviewers'. prior knowleCzeof the length

the interview to be attempted was not related ,to the overall percentEge

of refusals Obtained, whith was 27 percent,for the short vs. 30 percent

fdr the long form."

General Reactions to the SurVey

Among the 500 persons consenting to be interviewed, reactions

to the su ey were overwhelmingly positive. Only two of these respondents
P

broke off the interview prior to completion (both of these were it the

long interview group). Large majorities felt that ,the interview was at'

least somewhat interesting (87%) pnd important (88%), and that Oleir

time and effort were at least somewhat well spent (90%). Eighty ercent

salethat they would be willing to be reinterviewed next year.
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Belatialthip of ?es:-- -dent Burden

to Interview Ler77..t, :-.7d Effort

J.. Table i
E.:=Trierizes some df the key findings with respect to

interview lengt.:1, an Self-reported burden.

o No releticnship was found between interview length and overall

item lonresponse. On the average, both the long and short. interview

.groups failed to answer only aboUt three percent of the questions they

Were asked.

eAlowever, interview length was associated with willingness. to

be re-interviewed with 14 percent more'of the short interview subjectS

indicating that they would be willing to allow the interviewer to return

next year.

o Interview length also affected attitudes towards the interview,

but only to the point of eliciting more negative responses to questions

which askedspecifically about length. The longer questionnaire was not

seen as being more of an overall nuisance (Table 2), or as being more or

less interesting, IMPortant, or difficult than

view.

was,the shorter inter-,.

e In general, increasing the effort required to complete'the

respondent's task (retrieval of. records) had no effect on behavioral Or.

attitudinal Indicators of respondent bur'den. For example, there were

no significant differences between the recall and retrieval groups Li,

Item nonrespcnse rates (which' were-2.89% and .2.82% respectively), in

willingness to be reinterviewed (807, of both groups agreed), nor in the

proportions of respondents Within each grOup who felt that the interview

was uninteresting, unimportant, not time well spent, etc. In short,

asking-respondents to retrieve records neither treatedsa burden (as is

assumed by some practitioners) nor did it generate a,'more positive

l_Q
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TABLE 1

RESPONDENT BURDEN INDICATORS, BY INTERVIEW LENGTH, EFFORT AND TREATMENT
(In Percentages)

Indicators

Length . Effort Treatment

TOTAL

Short Long Recall Retrieval
Short
Recall

Long
Recall

Short
Retrieval

Long
Retrieval

i. Behavioral 1

2.7 3.0

n.s

2.9 2.8

n.s

2.8 2.9 2.4 3.2 2.9

n.s

c, Average Item nonresponso rate

' Rtgn1fie.nce
v

Respondent reported by-interviewer as
(N) %

"preoccupied" during interview 5 . 14 10 8 6 i4 4 12 (46) 9

Significant. P 4.01 n.s p 4.05

t

Respcndent'unwilling to be reinterviewed
next year 13

,

27 20 20 14 26 11 29 (56)..,20

Significance p 4.01 ri.s p 4.09

2. Attitudinal

A. Answers to Questions Concerning Interview
Length:

Interview was "too long" 13 47

Significance p4.0001

Use of shorter questionnaires "would be an
improvement" 34 57

Significance ; P4.0001

is Overall, time and effort put into answering
questions was "not very well spent". . - . . . 5 14

.. -
,.

Significance p L..05

Answers to Questions Concerning Other
Aspects of the interview .

Overall interview gas 'foot very inCerestIng"
or "not at all' interesting" 19 13

. Siginificance
1

n.s

Survey was "not important" '' 10 .15

Significance .
n.e

On the whole, answering the questioni vas
"hard" or "very hard" 4 6

Significance n.s

31 29 11 51 15 42 (85) 30

n.s p'2.0001

45 46 33 57 35 57 (122) 45

n.s P 4.01

10 4 14 14 (27) 10

n.s
i

n.s

-

14 13 11 17 16 10 ,. (38) i3

n.s n.s

14_ 10 10 20 10 11 ,)(36) 12
.

n.s n s

.:. ....

5. ," '6 4 6 4 7 (15) 5

ms n.s

, Hunter Responding i4 -147 136-143

Missing Cases 2-8 4-11

.139-146 141-144 0-74, 67-72 71-73 69-71 (286-290),
2-9 4-7 1-5 i -6 1-3 3-5 (6-10)

aSIgnIfici'Ace based on chi - square test on collapsed variables, e.g., too short /about right vs. too long.



TABLE 2

RATINC THE 401SANCE VALUE" OF THE SURVEY 'AND OTHER COMMON TASKS

'from time tOlte. we to all Called upon to de various things which we ay not particularly enjoy, In Fact, cme of these Ilay be

a dcmnright inuisence,C We would like to !cow much taking part in this
survey bothered you 83 compared tal doing other common teskt:1

(FU EACH TASK PUT DOWN THE NUMBER ON THE SCALE THROUGH 10-WHICH.BEST DESCRIBES HOW MUCH THE TASK BOTHERS YOU,)

Doesn't.

other Me

tot
at All

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Bothers 'Me

Short Anal!

X SD

a 'Answaing the Interviewer's

questions. during this survey , 2,40

b.' Flifing out Income tax forms
1 5,76, 3,38

t

Balancing checkbook against

bar* statemen 3,86 3,00 ° 4.39 3.03 4.46 3.08' , 4,72 3;28 4,36 3,10 (267) (29)

d, Answering a public opinion

survey about Which political'

candidate you like better. , 0 0.487 3,06 5,12 3,17 I,53 3,4( 5,22 '3,13 '4,93 3,19 (273) (23)

2,59 2,50 4,64-,,2.53 2,07: 2,27 , 3,16 2,88 2,61 2,57 (274). (22)

long Recall Shoat Retrieval

X SD X SO

3,03

6,03

a

Long Retrieval

X SD

2,60, 2,62 2.22 , 2,74, 2.18 2,77 2134

3,61 6,64 3,53 6.06. 3.37 6.13 ,3.47

/

(289 (16)

(268)
(28)

a, Going to the polls tr, vote an

election day

f, Getting your car inspected

4Y the ste03 ;

itAd

de

4,82 3,59 4,43 3,02. 4,17 1,32 5,12' 3,78 .4',63 3,44 (267)
(29)

13
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reaction by conveying to the respondents 'the suggestion that the

survey was very important.

o The actual behavior of persons assigned to recall. and re':rieval

_groups did not always conform to instructions; some "recall' , respondents

chose to check their records, and some retrieval" respondents did not

comply with this instruction. When effort was'examined as a behavioral

rather than as a manipulated variable - -that is, when respondents were

grouped by the percentage of times /they actually checked their records --

no.significant relationships between effort and indicators of burden were

found. However, in bothiroups, persons who never referred to their

records at all expressed negative attitude's more frequently than did

,othersespondents. Therefore, there may be someassociation betWeen

feelings of burden, unwillingness. to exert efforts in ttle'interview

sltuatToni-and, therefore; data quality which this particular study was

not designed to probe fully.

Interview Length and Respondent Burden,
with Other Factors Considered

.1

The relationship-between respondent burden and interview length
.

'was examined with other variables (both:attitudinal and deMographic)
.

he'd constant. The key.findtng.emerging from thiS analysismas thatf

general belief in the efficacy of surveYsHls an important factor influencing

the extent to which interviews of variouslengths will be perceived as

burdensome. That is, among respondents agreeing that "answering surveys
i-r

is of direct benefit to the people who answer," the relationship between

length.and key indicators of burden is. weakened, For example, for this

o.



group, the percentage refusing to be reinterviewed is generally low,

no matter if the short (8%) or the 16ng (10%) treatment had been applied.

In contrast, for respondents who do not agree that sJrveys'are beneficial,

the relatiOnship between length and burden becomes much stronger. For

this groups, the percents refusing to be reinterviewed are 19 percent for

the short and 44 percent of the long.interview groups (adifference of 25%).

(See Table 3.)

1.engthi Effort and Data QualLII

o Based on the limited measures available in this study, no

tionshio was found,between interview length and either self=reported
/ . .

'estimates of. data ,accuracy;' or data completenes41,, as measured by item

nonresponse. Contrary to'commonly held assumptions, item nonresponse

.did not increase during the course of the long interview. Rather,. item

nonresponse was a function of question sensitivity, with income questions

asked at the beginning and end oft-hein-te;---view_ell_citing a similar

(relatively high) level of nonresponse.

o. No general relationship between record checking and self-.

reported estimates of data qdality. was 'found: Although, on the average,

retrieval respondents did reTer.to records more frequently than those

asked to rely on memory, differences in perceived accuracy of response

letween the two groups, while in the expecte irection, were not

,statistically significant. Only among persons favorably predisposed

toward surveys, did a significantly greater proportion of retri-el than

of recall respondents perceive their responses as "very accurate.'

La



TABLE 3

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SNORT AND LONG INTERVIEW GROUPS IN WILLINGNESS TO BE RE:NPERVIEWED NEXT

WHEN ATTITUDES TOWARDS SURVEYS ARE CONTROLLED,

Attitudinal Characteristic

Unwilling to be Reinterviewed Next Year

. Answering survey is of direct benefit

to the people. who answer:

j01811.1.01111

Gam

(Zero

Partial)

Strongly agrees/agrees' ......... 8 (78). 10 (7I)! n.s ,14

Strongly diseges/disagrees 0 , 19 (53). 44 '(57) .01 ,54

),

By 6king part in'surveys I 'Can affect, the

government's decisions:

Strongly agrees /agrees , I /

Strongly: disagrees/disagrees , .

,
'

aThe distribution' for those limo agreed. strongly (N :22) was,as Short interview grbup (N 012);

long interview. group (N:10),. Al l if these persons were willing to be xlaintervfewed.

11 (82) 17 (75)

16 (50) 40 (55)

.43

n.s ..26

.01 .56



imikations of the Study Results

The findings summarized above have a numberrof theoretical and

practical implications fOr researchers and survey sponsors.

1. Although. it would no doubt be appropriate to test other

"effort" treatments, the findings suggest that effort as operatlonalized

for this study (i.e., asking Tespondents.to provide estimates vs. asking

them to Check records) does not affect self-perceived respondent burden..

2. Before entrance tip the hOusehold is gained, the disclosed

length of an interview does not appear to affectrefusaldecisions.

suggesten by this and other current research, burden concerns do not

appear be the primary reason for most refusals. 4°"-

3. However, based on our findings, the conventional wisdom about

the burdensomeness of lengthy interviews finds some support when applied

to those persons who hive agreed to be interviewed, at'least for a

"general interest" survey which does not deal with matters highly germane

to the interests of the respondent. (As noted earlier, the buHensomeness

levels for interviews dealing with highly.respondent-pertinent issues,

or for interviews-seeking opinions rather than factual infOrmation, may

be very different.)

4. Belief in the efficacy o urveys clearly emerged as an impor-

tant element affecting feelings of burden, perhaps even overshadowing

actual interview length. The .indngs suggest that it is not a question

so much of°the importance of the specific s rveypitself as a more general

belief in the-efficacy of surveys (orYperha s in the efficacy'of individuals

to affect the actions of decision-makers)* tCh is operative. It follows,

. .

therefore, that .to reduce sel,fperceived burden, it. important to convey .
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to potential respondents the importance and'usefulness of .the survey method,

and the likelihood that survey data will be used by survey sponsors.

5. Finally, it is important to re-emphasize that the current

research findings are based an a situation involving voluntary face-

to-face household interviews. These findings will hopefully be infor-

mative

; .

to education researchers whd conduct studies'in qmilar'situations.

For example, our findings may be applicable to effortsiiWifili g personal

interviews with community membersparents, or students. However, our

findings may not necessarily apply'to other contexts in which education

reseLrch is typiWly conducted--for example, to research involving'

mandatory data collection from school administrators,'or to research

involving "captive audiences" such as classroom teachers orsupport
(A.

personnel, Measurement of respondent. burden underthese latter conditions

will require research specifically targetted to those contexts.

1j


